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1. Introduction 
Certainly, it was not the birth of lattice theory, but doubtless one of its first 
breakthroughs when Henry Wallman wrote, fifty years ago, his paper “Lattices and 
topological spaces” [19], just during the period when Garrett Birkhoff established 
lattice theory as a modern mathematical discipline. Since Dedekind’s first steps in 
this direction, most of the lattice-oriented authors before 1936 were concerned with 
algebraic aspects of lattices, while Wallman, Birkhoff and Stone recognized, almost 
at the same time, the relevance of lattice theory for topological questions. In fact, 
up to now the pioneer ideas of Wallman, Birkhoff and Stone have not lost their ac- 
tuality, and a great part of topology such as representation, compactification and 
spectral theory are based on lattice-theoretical concepts developed in the thirties. 
Then, in the sixties, it was Bernhard Banaschewski who presented aunified theory 
of ‘Wallman-type’ compactifications [l], and since that time, he discovered more 
and more fascinating connections between algebra, topology and order theory. 
Recently, together with Roswitha Harting, he published a striking paper on the 
lattice-theoretical aspects of radicals in rings and their relationships to the old theme 
of Wallman compactifications [2]. The central notion for these investigations 
(which also appears in another, up to now unpublished paper [3]), is that of a 
Wallman locale, i.e., a complete lattice with a compact unit U, satisfying the infinite 
join-distributive law and having the join-disjunction property 
W,) a%b implies aVc=u and bvc#u for some c. 
(Wallman himself worked with the dual property for meets.) Independently, several 
algebraists have studied the disjunction property in the more general setting of semi- 
groups, rather than (semi-)lattices (see, for example, [14,16,17]). 
The main aim of this note is to demonstrate that this disjunction property occurs 
as an important tool in quite diverse parts of algebra and topology; and second, to 
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show that many more or less known algebraic factorization processes, leading to 
structures with the disjunction property, are merely special instances of one general 
topological construction, namely the so-called TO-reflection. At the first glance, 
one might not expect deeper results from this rather simple concept, but the ap- 
propriate choice of (generalized) topologies makes the theory of To-reflections o 
fruitful. 
In order to explain what we have in mind, it appears opportune to record a few 
preliminaries which are well-worn in the classical context of topological spaces but 
have to be generalized slightly for our purposes. By a space we mean a pair (X, 8) 
where X is any set and B is a kernel system on X, that is, a collection of subsets 
which is closed under arbitrary unions. The members of B are referred to as open 
sets, and their complements form the closure system of all closed sets; the cor- 
responding closure operator C, the specialization preorder I@ (given by x5@ y iff 
XE C({ y})), the equivalence relation -@ (given by x-~ y iff C({x}) = C(( y})), the 
corresponding TO-reflection (X0, Go), as well as bases and continuous maps are 
defined as in the case of topological spaces. 
To-reflectors occur in various fields of mathematics (for a survey, see, for example, 
[lo]). One large class of To-reflections will be the main subject of this note. Given 
a monoid A (or any algebra with at least one monoid operation), one may ask for 
the smallest kernel system BU making a given subset U open and all translations 
continuous. In this situation, the equivalence relation -U= -@” proves to be a 
congruence of the monoid A, the so-called principal congruence associated with U. 
By reasons to be explained later on, we call the quotient A/U=L~/-~ the Wullman 
reflection of (A, U). It turns out that the assignment (A, U) - A/U in fact gives rise 
to various reflectors between suitable categories of ‘enriched algebras’. Now, given 
an algebra A with two binary operations, for what subsets U is the quotient A/U 
distributive? This question leads to the concept of distributors, providing a common 
generalization of various useful algebraic notions such as filters in distributive lat- 
tices and in lattice-ordered groups (I-groups), positive domains of ordered rings, 
semidistributive units of arbitrary lattices, convex I-subgroups of I-groups etc. We 
show that the quotient A/U associated with a distributor U is a so-called Wallman 
binoid, and if a+ aE U implies a E U, then A/U is even a Wallman lattice, i.e., a 
bounded distributive lattice with the disjunction property (W,); and, up to iso- 
morphism, it is the only one which is the image of A under a homomorphism with 
kernel U. 
Since (A/U, 4iuj) is the To-reflection of the semitopological algebra (A, flu), we 
actually may regard the Wallman reflector (A, U) -A/U as a special type of 
To-reflector. Many well-known algebraic constructions turn out to be special in- 
stances of this ‘Wallmanufacture’. The usefulness of distributors for a general spec- 
tral theory will be demonstrated in a forthcoming paper. 
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2. Binoids and distributors 
We call an algebra (A, +, . , 0) a binoid if (A, +, 0) is a monoid and . is any binary 
operation such that 0 acts as a zero element, i.e. aa 0 = 0. a = 0 for all a E A. The 
existence of a zero element simplifies definitions and computations, but it is not ab- 
solutely indispensible (see the remarks after 2.2). As usual, we shall omit brackets 
and the multiplication symbol . if no confusion is likely. 
2.1. Examples. Most familiar classes of binoids are lattices (with 0) and (semi)rings. 
By a semilattice-ring (m-semifattice in the sense of Birkhoff [4, Chapter XIII]) we 
mean a semiring whose underlying additive monoid is a semilattice. The positive 
cone of any f-group will also be interpreted as a binoid with the group operation 
as addition and the meet operation as multiplication. 
The following notion will be crucial for our investigations. By a distributor of a 
binoid A we mean a nonempty subset U such that for all a, b, c, d E A 
(D) d+a+cEUand d+b+cEU H d+ab+cElJ. 
Let us notice a few immediate consequences of (D) obtained by specializing 
suitable elements to zero: 
(Dl) a+ceUandb+cEU e ab+ce U, 
(W d+aEUand d+beU w d+abEU, 
(D3) aEUandbEU e abEU, 
(D4) aeA and d+cEU * d+a+cEU, 
(W aeA and beU * a+bEUand b+aEU. 
2.2. Examples. (1) Every prime filter of a lattice A with 0 (interpreted as a binoid) 
is a distributor. On the other hand, by (D3) every distributor of A is a filter. If A 
is distributive, the converse is also true. Hence the theory of distributors in arbitrary 
binoids generalizes the theory of filters in distributive lattices with 0. 
(2) In a bounded lattice A, a singleton {u] is a distributor iff u is the unit element 
of A and join-semidistributive, i.e. 
a+c=u and b+c=u implies ab+c=u. 
For early investigations on semidistributive laws, see [ 131. Many congruence lattices 
have join-semidistributive units (cf. [6]), for example, the congruence (=ideal) lat- 
tices of rings with unit. Lattices whose duals have a join-semidistributive unit were 
studied in the context of a unified theory for minimal prime ideals by Keimel [15]. 
(3) Suppose (A, +, . ,0) is a negatively ordered semilattice-ring, i.e. abla and 
ab I b for all a, b E A. Then, for any u E A the principal filter Tu = {a E A: a 2 u} is 
a distributor iff u 2 = u. 
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(4) The remark in (3) applies to the semilattice-ring Id R of all two-sided ideals 
of a (semi-)ring R, with the usual ideal addition and multiplication. We conclude 
that {R} is a distributor of the binoid (Id R, +, . , 0) iff R’=R, i.e., iff for all CER 
there exist a, b E R with ab = c. This is certainly true if R has a unit. Under the hypo- 
thesis R2 = R the singleton {R} is also a distributor of the ideal lattice (Id R, +, n, 0). 
(5) Let A be any binoid whose multiplication is a semilattice operation and satis- 
fies the dual distributive laws 
(D.) ab+c=(a+c)(b+c) and d+ab=(d+a)(d+b). 
Then we say A is a dual semilattice-ring. In a dual semilattice-ring A each filter, i.e. 
each nonempty subset U satisfying (D3) is already a distributor. In particular, if A 
has a unit element u, then {u} is a distributor. Important instances of dual semi- 
lattice-rings are distributive lattices with 0 and positive cones of l-groups. 
Probably the reader is more familiar with the distributive laws 
(D,) (a+b)c=ac+bc and d(a+b)=da+db 
than with the dual ones considered above. The notion of distributor is adapted to 
that situation by exchanging the roles of addition and multiplication. Let (A, +, . , 0) 
be any binoid with associative multiplication and an absorbing unit u, i.e. a+ 1.4 = 
u + a = u, au = ua = a for all a E A. Then the distributors of the dual binoid (A, . , +, u) 
are the nonempty subsets U with 
dacE U and dbcE U e d(a+b)cE U, 
and in presence of the distributive laws (D,) it suffices to postulate 
aEUandbEU # a+bEU. 
Hence, if (A, +, . ,O) is an associative semilattice-ring with absorbing unit u, then the 
ideals of the join-semilattice (A, +) are nothing but the distributors of the dual semi- 
lattice-ring (A, a, +, u). 
That we have assumed the existence of a zero element for the algebras in question 
was merely a matter of convenience. Our considerations extend, mutatis mutandis, 
to arbitrary algebras (A, +, a) of type (2,2) whose addition is associative, since such 
an algebra may be enlarged to a binoid (AO, +, . ,O) by adjoining a zero. 
Before we are going to start our studies on binoids, a few remarks on monoids 
appear opportune. In every monoid (A, +, 0) we have left and right translations, 
respectively: 
ld:A+A, a++ d+a (dEA), 
r,:A+A, a-a+c (cEA). 
Given any subset U of A, we are interested in the smallest kernel system making 
U open and all translations continuous. 
For any two elements c,d of the monoid A, we put 
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Thus, ~$9~ is a basis for the kernel system flu. Now an easy computation gives: 
2.3. Proposition. For any subset U of a monoid A, the collection 8, is the smallest 
kernel system on A such that U is open and all translations are continuous. For each 
subset B of A, the closure C,(B) with respect o the corresponding closure system 
consists of all elements a E A satisfying the following condition: 
(DC) Forallc,dEA withd+ai-cEUthereissomebEB withd+b+cEU. 
Of course, commutativity of the operation + facilitates definitions and conclu- 
sions. But a weaker assumption will suffice for our purposes. A subset U of A is 
called symmetric (also reflexive or normal) if 
a+beU = b+aeU 
for all a, b E A. In this case, we have 
U,:={aEA:a+cEU}={(aEA:c+aEU} (cEA), 
LX?,= {U,: CEA}, 
and QE C,(B) means that for all CEA with ~+CE U there is some bEB with 
b+ce U. (For the special case of lattices, see [12]). 
2.4. Proposition. If U is a symmetric distributor of a binoid (A, +, ., 0), then the 
basis Sl”= {U,: c E A} is closed under finite intersections, and U is the least ele- 
ment of 33”. Moreover, 6” is the smallest topology containing U and making 
(A, +, 0) a semitopological monoid and (A, . ) a topological groupoid (that is, the ad- 
ditive translations and the binary multiplication are continuous). 
Proof. By (Dl), we have U,, = U,n U, for all a, b EA. For any b E U (U#0!), (D5) 
yields U,={aEA:a+bEU}=A. Hence 93R,={U,:c~A} is closed under finite 
intersections (with n 0 = A). We know from 2.3 that all translations are continuous. 
Finally, the equivalence 
abEU, * aE U, and be U, 
shows that the binary multiplication is continuous, too. 0 
Using the Axiom of Choice, we can prove a strong converse of 2.4: 
2.5. Proposition. Suppose (A, +, 0) is a monoid and U is a symmetric subset of A. 
If 33” is closed under finite intersections and U is the least member of 35’” then 
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there exists a commutative semigroup operation - on A such that (A, +, . , 0) becomes 
a binoid with distributor U. 
Proof. Choose a function g : Su-+ A with UgcB) = B for all BE aQLI. Since U co- 
incides with U,, we may assume g(U) = 0. The operation . defined by aa b := 
g(U,fl Ut,) is easily seen to be associative (and, of course, commutative). 
Furthermore, U c U, yields a. 0 = g(U,n UO) = g( U, n U) = g(U) = 0. The equa- 
tion U,I~ U,= U,, shows that U is a distributor. 0 
Now we focus on a special class of distributors which plays a central role in the 
theory of Wallman reflections and spectral topologies for binoids. A subset U of 
a binoid A is reduced if for all a E A, a + a E U implies a E U. Consider the following 
conditions depending on n, m E NJ: 
(D,,) d+a,+--. +a,+cEUand d+b,+-..+b,,+cECJ 
H d+a,b,+-..+alb,+--.+a,b,+..-+a,b,+cEU 
(ai,bj,c,dEA). 
By definition, (Dt i) just characterizes distributors. For n E tN, put n = { 1, . . . , n} .
2.6. Proposition. For a subset U of a binoid A, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) U is a reduced distributor. 
(b) U satisfies (D,J. 
(c) U satisfies (D,,) for all m, n E ih. 
(d) U is symmetric, reduced, and satisfies (Dl). 
(e) U satisfies (Dl), and for all maps f: m + U, g: n + U with f [m] c g[n], 
f(l)+.--+f(m)EUimpliesg(l)+...+g(n)EU. 
Proof.(a)~(b).By(D4),d+a+cEUentailsd+bl+a+cEUandd+a+abz+cEU. 
Hence d+a+cEU and d+b,+b,+cEU together imply d+b,+ab,+cEU and 
then d+ab,+ab2+cEU. 
Conversely, applying (Dt,) twice, we derive from d + ab, + ab, + c E U the con- 
clusionsd+a+a+cEUandd+bl+bZ+cEU.Butagainby(D4),d+a+a+cEU 
gives d+a+c+d+a+ce U, and this reduces to d+a+ce U. 
(b) * (c). Double induction (cf. [13]). First, one derives (D,,) from (Di,,_r). 
Then, assuming m> 1, one uses (Dt,) and (D,_ l,n) in order to obtain (D,,). We 
omit the somewhat tedious details of the computation. 
(c) = (d). We know that (Dl) and (D5) are special cases of (Dti). Furthermore, 
a twofold application of (Dr,) shows that a + a E U implies a + a2 E U and then 
a’+ a26 U; but by (D,,), this in turn implies aE U (take aI = b1 = b2=a, c=d=O). 
Hence U is reduced. In order to check symmetry, observe that a+ b E U implies 
b + a + b + a E U by (D5), and this leads to b + a E U because U is reduced. 
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(d) * (e). The second statement is obtained by iterated application of the rules 
a+beU * b+aeU, 
a+aEU * aEU, 
CEU * a+cEU. 
(The latter follows from (Dl) by setting b = 0). 
(e) * (a). Of course, (e) yields the equivalence 
a,+...+a,EU H 
aP(l) +...+a,(,,EU 
for every permutation p of m. In particular, d+ a + c E U and d+ b + CE U e 
a+c+dE U and b+c+dE U * (by (Dl)) ab+c+dE U e d+ab+cE U. Taking 
f(l)=f(2)=g(l)=a, we see that a+aE U reduces to aE U. q 
2.7. Examples. Of course, in a binoid whose addition is idempotent every distributor 
is reduced. Hence every filter of a distributive lattice with 0, every join-semidistribu- 
tive unit (considered as a singleton) of an arbitrary bounded lattice, and every idem- 
potent greatest element of a semilattice-ring gives rise to a reduced distributor. In 
the positive cone (A, +, A, 0) of an Archimedean I-group the only reduced distribu- 
tors are the trivial ones, i.e. A and A\(O). E.g., the positive cone (N,, +,min,O) 
of the integers has the distributors N,,, = {n E N,: n 2 m} (m E No), but only No and 
tN, are reduced. On the other hand, in non-Archimedean I-groups there may exist 
non-trivial reduced distributors very well. For example, the positive cone A of the 
(additive) I-group of all real polynomials has precisely the non-trivial reduced 
distributors A, consisting of all p EA with degree L n (n E iN). The positive cone A 
of an Z-group G may also be regarded as a binoid (A, A, +, U) where u is an adjoined 
absorbing unit element. In this context, the (reduced) distributors of the binoid 
(A, A, +, U) are just the convex submonoids of A, and these are easily seen to be in 
one-to-one correspondence with the convex l-subgroups of G. 
3. The disjunction property and Wallman reflections 
Given an arbitrary subset U of a monoid or binoid A, it will be convenient to write 
sU and -U (or simply -) for the specialization preorder I@, and the associated 
equivalence relation -@“, respectively (see the introduction). Thus we have 
ar,b * Vc,dEA(d+a+cE U * d+b+ce U), 
a-,b 9 Vc,dEA(d+a+cE U H d+b+ce U). 
The equivalence relations -U are an important tool of semigroup theory (cf. 
[5,16-181). The quotient modulo -(/ will be denoted by A/U rather than A/-u. It 
is easy to see that in case of a symmetric subset U, there is a well-defined iso- 
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morphism between A/U and the basis Z?“, mapping the equivalence class of a 
onto U,. 
As usual, an element u E A is said to be disjunctive if -1~1 is the identity relation 
on A, or equivalently, if ~(~1 is a partial order (i.e. antisymmetric). Furthermore, 
we called u an absorbing element if a + u = u + a = u for all a E A. Now, by a Wall- 
man monoid we mean a monoid (A, +, 0) possessing a (unique!) disjunctive absorb- 
ing element u such that A is a meet-semilattice with respect to the partial order 
stul and u obeys the semidistributive law 
d+a+c=u and d+b+c=u * d+ar\b+c=u. 
Similarly, we call a binoid (A, +, . ,O) a Wallman binoid if there exists a disjunc- 
tive element u E A such that {u} is a distributor; in other words, u has Wallman’s 
disjunction property 
(W,) a=b H Vc,deA (d+-a+c=u ++ d+b+c=u) 
and the distribution property 
(Q,) d+a+c=u and d+b+c=u H d+ab+c=u. 
The connection between Wallman monoids and Wallman binoids is easily established. 
3.1. Proposition. The following conditions on a binoid (A, +, .,O) are equivalent: 
(a) (A, +, . , 0) is a Wallman binoid. 
(b) (A, +, . , 0) is a dual semilattice-ring with a disjunctive unit. 
(c) (A, +,O) is a Wallman monoid whose meet operation is the multiplication . . 
In particular, the distinguished element u and the multiplication of a Wallman 
binoid are uniquely determined by its addition. 
Proof. (a) * (c). Using the distribution property (D,), it is easy to show that ab is 
the meet of a and b with respect to the partial order ~(~1. By (D,), 0 + Oa + u = 
0 + 0 + u = u implies a + u = 0 + a + u = u. Hence u is the unique absorbing element 
of (A, +, 0). 
(c) * (b). By the disjunction property of u, the equivalence 
d+ab+x+c=u H d+a+x+c=u and d+b+x+c=u 
H d+(a+x)(b+x)+c=u 
yields the equation ab +x = (a + x)(b +x), and the right distributive law is shown 
analogously. Thus (A, +, . , 0) = (A, +, A, 0) is a dual semilattice-ring, and by hypo- 
thesis, the element u is disjunctive. 
Furthermore, u is absorbing and has the distribution property (D,). Indeed, 
the implication 
d+aAb+c=u = d+a+c=u and d+b+c=u 
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is merely an explicit reformulation of the obvious inequalities ar\b<IuI a and 
aA bl{,) b, and the converse implication holds by the definition of a Wallman 
monoid. In particular, we have the equivalence 
d+a/\u+c=u e d+a+c=u and d+u+c=u 
* d+a+c=u, 
and by (W,) this means aAu =u, i.e., u is the multiplicative unit of (A, +, A, 0). 
(b) * (a). Since a dual semilattice-ring obeys the distributive laws 
ab+c=(a+c)(b+c) and d+ab=(d+a)(d+b) 
and since u is the multiplicative unit of (A, +, . , 0), we conclude that d + a + c = u = 
d+b+c implies d+ab+c=(d+a+c)(d+b+c)=uu=u. 
Conversely, this equation implies d + a + c = d + b + c = u because u is the greatest 
element with respect to the partial order of the meet-semilattice (A, e). 0 
3.2. Corollary. The forgetful functor (A, +, a, 0) H (A, +, 0) from the variety of 
binoids to the variety of monoids induces a one-to-one correspondence between 
Wallman binoids and Walbnan monoids. 
Another immediate consequence of 3.1 is this: 
3.3. Corollary. The distributors of a Wallman binoid (A, +, . , 0) are precisely its 
filters, i.e. the nonempty subsets U satisfying 
aeU and bEU # abEU. 
Furthermore, the dual binoid (A, + , +, u) (where u is the neutral element with 
respect to - ) is an associative semilattice-ring with unit(!) 0. 
An (upper) Wallman lattice is a bounded distributive lattice whose unit element 
u has the disjunction property (W,) with respect o the join operation +. Wallman 
[19] himself considered the dual type of lattices, which might be called lower Wall- 
man lattices. 
3.4. Examples. (1) The open (resp. closed) set lattice of any 7’,-space is an upper 
(resp. lower) Wallman lattice. 
(2) The Boolean lattices are precisely the pseudo-complemented lower Wallman 
lattices. In particular, a lower Wallman lattice satisfying the ascending chain condi- 
tion must already be a finite Boolean lattice. Not only the Boolean lattices them- 
selves but also their ideal lattices are upper Wallman lattices, being distributive and 
co-atomistic (the Boolean Ultrafilter Theorem preassumed). In contrast, the only 
lattices whose ideal lattices are lower Wallman lattices are the finite Boolean lattices. 
(3) For any (possibly non-commutative) ring with unit, the lattice of all Brown- 
McCoy radical ideals is a compact WaNman locale; in other words, it is an upper 
Wallman lattice which is a locale with a compact unit, as was pointed out by 
Banaschewski and Harting [2]. More generally, if A is any complete lattice with 
compact and join-semidistributive unit U, then the closure system A, of all saturated 
elements is a compact Wallman locale; here the saturation s(b) of an element b is 
the greatest element a with a<{,1 b, and b is saturated if s(b)=b (cf. [2, 2.31 and 
Example 3.1 l(3)). 
(4) There are large classes of Wallman binoids, occurring in mathematical prac- 
tice, which fail to be lattices. Consider, for example, the positive cone A of any 
lattice-ordered group (G, +, A, 0). Although being a dual semilattice-ring (see Example 
2.2(5)), A cannot be a Wallman binoid unless G is trivial. However, for any positive 
element U, the interval 
becomes a Wallman binoid by introducing the new addition 
a+.b:=(a+b)r\u 
and keeping the binary meet as multiplication. The properties of a dual semilattice- 
ring are easily checked. By definition, the element u is a unit with respect to the meet 
operation A, so it remains to verify (W,). Consider two distinct elements a,b of 
A,, say aS:b. Then O<a%u implies Oru-a~u, i.e. u-aeAU, and a+,(~--a)= 
(a+~.-@AU=U, while b+,(u-a)=(b+u-a)r\u#u (otherwise u~b+u-a, i.e. 
a~~).Hencewehavefoundanelementc=u-a~A~witha+~c=uandb+,c#u. 
Thus any lattice-ordered group gives rise to a whole collection of Wallman 
binoids (A,, +U, A, 0) which rarely happen to be Wallman lattices. For example, if 
(G, +, A, 0) is a linearly ordered group then (A,, +U, /\,O) can be a Wallman lattice 
only in trivial cases, namely if u = 0 or if 24 covers 0. 
(5) An Archimedean naturally ordered monoid is a linearly ordered monoid A 
satisfying 
ash CJ BceA:a+c=b o ZdEA:d+a=b 
and 
a>0 3 VbeA &EN: blna. 
The Holder-Clifford Theorem (see [8, X1.21) enables us to characterize the Wallman 
monoids with this property. The following three statements on a linearly ordered 
monoid A are equivalent: 
(a) A is an Archimedean naturally ordered Wallman monoid. 
(b) A is an Archimedean naturally ordered monoid but not cancellative. 
(c) A is isomorphic to a submonoid of ([0, 11, +i, 0) or of ([0, l] U {a}, +m, 0) 
containing the greatest element 1 or 03, respectively, where 
a+, b=min{a+b, l}, 
a-t,b= 
a+b if a+bll, 
03 if a+b> 1. 
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(6) For any principal ideal domain R and any non-zero ideal I of R, the ideal 
monoid (Id(R/I), . , R/Z) is a Wallman monoid. Of course, this becomes wrong if 
I is the zero ideal. 
3.5. Lemma. If a Wallman binoid A has idempotent addition, i.e. 
a+a=a for all aeA, 
then it is already a Wallman lattice. 
Proof. If u denotes the disjunctive absorbing element of A, then {u} is a reduced 
distributor. By 2.6 it follows that we have the equivalence 
d+a+b+c=u * d+b+a+c=u, 
and by (W,) this implies a + b = b + a. Thus we already know that + is a semilattice 
operation, and 3.1 gives the dual distributive law ab + c = (a + c)(b f c). It remains 
to verify the absorption laws 
ab+b=b and (a+b)b=b. 
But these follow from the equivalences 
ab+b+c=u H a+b+c=u and b+b+c=u H b+c=u 
# a+b+c=u and b+c=u * (a+b)b+c=u, 
using (W,) and the commutativity of +. 0 
3.6. Proposition. If U is a distributor of any binoid A, then both the addition and 
the multiplication are monotone with respect o the specialization preorder I~. In 
particular, _(I is a congruence on the binoid A. Furthermore, (A/U, ~7~~~) is the 
q-reflection of (A, 8,). 
Proof. Suppose ascra’ and br,b’. Then we obtain for arbitrary c, de A: 
d+ab+cEU es d+a+cEUandd+b+cEU= d+a’+cEUandd+b’+cEU H 
d+a’b’+cE U; that is, abs,a’b’. Inparticular, a-“a’and b-(,b’implyab-“a’b’. 
By definition, the G-reflection of (A, ~7~) has the basic open sets {-U a: a E ,, U,.} = 
{- ua:d+a+cEU}={--a:-.d+-oa+-(i c = U} , and these are precisely the 
members of the basis .%iU1 for UfU,. q 
Homomorphisms between binoids are defined in the usual manner of universal 
algebra. Given a binoid homomorphism f: A + B and a distributor T/of B, it is easy 
to see that the inverse image f-‘[ V] is a distributor of A. Furthermore, if I/is sym- 
metric or reduced, respectively, then so is f -I[ V]. If B has an absorbing element 
u, then we call Of =f-‘[{u}] the (multiplicative) kernel off. Thus, if u satisfies the 
semidistributive law (D,) then Vf is a distributor of A, and conversely. 
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Now we can give an abstract description of the quotient binoids A/U modulo a 
distributor U: they are just the Wallman binoids. 
3.7. Proposition. The following statements about a subset U of an arbitrary binoid 
A are equivalent : 
(a) I/ is a distributor. 
(b) There exists a unique congruence 0 on A such that A/O is a Wallman binoid 
with unit U. 
(c) U is the kernel of a homomorphism from A onto a Wallman binoid B. More- 
over, by this condition, B is uniquely determined, up to isomorphism. 
(d) U is the kernel of a homomorphism from A onto a dual semilattice-ring B with 
unit. 
(e) There exists a binoid B, a distributor V of B and a homomorphism f : A + B 
such that U=f-‘[VI. 
Five other mutually equivalent statements are obtained if in (a)-(e) “distributor” 
is replaced with “reduced distributor”, “binoid” with “lattice”, and “dual semi- 
lattice-ring” with “distributive lattice”. 
Proof. (a) * (b). By 3.6, O= -o is a congruence, and the distributor U is certainly 
a congruence class of 0, being an ideal of the additive monoid (A, +,O). Now the 
distributor property (D) is transformed into the condition (D,) for U instead of u 
(and A/O instead of A); condition (W,) is clear by definition of the quotient 
algebra A/O. Concerning uniqueness, let 0 be any congruence relation on A such 
that A/O is a Wallman binoid with unit U. Then U is one O-class, and 
aOb es @a=06 e Vc,dEA(O(d+a+c)=U H O(d+b+c)=U) 
.S Vc,deA(d+a+ce U H d+b+cEU). 
Hence 0 agrees with -U. 
The implications (b) * (c) * (d) * e * a are straightforward. The second part ( ) ( ) 
of 3.7 is obtained analogously (apply 3.5). Cl 
3.8. Corollary. For any symmetric distributor U of a binoid A, the relation -a is 
the unique congruence 0 on A such that A/O is a Wallman binoid with unit U; 
moreover, there is a well-defined isomorphism between A/O and the basis Bu, 
mapping @a onto U,; hence ZB3, is a Wallman binoid with operations 
zero U and unit A. Furthermore, (A, @o) is a semitopological binoid, and (A/O, @io)) 
is its To-reflection. If U is reduced, then this To-reflection is a semitopological 
Wallman lattice. 
Calling two homomorphisms f : A -+ B and g : A + C equivalent if g = h of for 
some isomorphism h, we may restate the essence of 3.8 as follows: 
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The (reduced) distributors of a binoid A are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
equivalence classes of a homomorphisms from A onto Wallman binoids (lattices, 
respectively). A representative system for these equivalence classes is formed by the 
natural surjections q : A + A/U. 
Now it is the right time to place the previous results into a suitable categorical 
framework. Our ‘universe’ is the category ~$93 of distributor binoids; its objects are 
pairs (A, U) where A is a binoid and U is a distributor of A. A $.@a-morphism 
between distributor binoids (A, U) and (B, V) is a surjective binoid homomorphism 
f: A + B with f-‘[ V] = U. Whenever A is a binoid with a multiplicative unit u 
satisfying the semidistributive law (D,), we may interpret A as a distributor binoid 
(A, (u)). If no confusion is likely, we shall not distinguish between A and the pair 
(A, {u}). Thus we have the following full subcategories of !27.%7: 
category objects 
distributor binoids 
reduced distributor binoids 
dual semilattice-rings with unit 
bounded distributive lattices 
Wallman binoids 
Wallman lattices 
By definition, a 8&X-morphism between two dual semilattice-rings A and B with 
units u and u, respectively, is a homomorphism f from A onto B with f(a) = o H 
a= u. Maps with the latter property are also called co-dense (cf. [2,3]). 
The proof of the next assertion is straightforward. 
3.9. Lemma. For a map f between Wallman binoids A and B, the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(a) f is an isomorphism between A and B. 
(b) f is a C@Z?-morphism, that is, a surjective co-dense binoid homomorphism. 
(c) f is an isomorphism between the corresponding Wallman monoids. 
(d) f is a surjective homomorphism of the underlying additive monoids, and f (a) 
is absorbing iff a is absorbing. 
Now let us reformulate the preceding statements in categorical terms. 
3.10. Corollary. The category SEZ? of Wallman binoids is a reflective subcategory 
of C%7S?‘lB, the category of distributor binoids, with reflection maps 
qCA,(I):(A,U)-tA/U, a- -ua. 
The Wallman reflector 
w: GZJB -+ C%zl, (A, U) - A/U 
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induces a reflector from the category 92~335’ of reduced distributor binoids to the 
category 9&? of Wallman lattices. 
In view of the previous results, the Wallman binoid W(A, U)=A/U or any 
isomorphic copy of it will be referred to as ‘the’ Wallman reflection of (A, 17). 
3.11. Examples and applications. (1) Consider the positive cone (A, +, A, 0) of an ar- 
bitrary l-group G. For any fixed element u of A, the principal filter tu = {a E A: u I a} 
is a distributor (see 2.2(5)), and the Wallman reflection of (A, Tu) is (up to isomor- 
phism) the Wallman binoid A, = [0, U] discussed in 3.4(4). Indeed, each congruence 
class @a modulo Tu has a least element aAu, and the map m, :A/ru-+A,, 
-tua - al\ u turns out to be a well-defined isomorphism. 
This result applies, for example, to the ideal binoid Id’ R = (Id R, ., +, R) of an 
arbitrary principal ideal domain R. In fact, Id R is the positive cone of the l-group 
of all fractional ideals, ordered by ZSJ 9 Jc Z (cf. [8, 11.31). Hence in this context 
.Z+K is the meet of .Z and K. For any non-zero ideal Z of R, the collection (Z] of 
all ideals contained in Z is a distributor of Id’ R, and the Wallman reflection of the 
distributor binoid (Id’ R, (I]) is 
[Z)={.Z~IdR:Z~J}=Id’(R/Z)=Id’R/(Z]. 
(2) As in (l), let A denote the positive cone of an l-group G. We have mentioned 
earlier that the distributors of the ‘dual algebra’ (A, A, +), extended by an absorbing 
element U, are the convex submonoids of A. Thus the singleton (0) is a convex 
l-subgroup of G, a convex submonoid of (A, +, A, 0), and a (reduced!) distributor 
of the algebra (A, A, +, u). The congruence classes modulo the equivalence relation 
a-101 b * VcEA(aAc=O H bAc=O) 
are the filets in the sense of Jaffard [ll]. The Theorem of Jaffard-Pierce (cf. 
[8, V.31) states that the natural surjection q :A + A/(O) is the unique homomor- 
phism onto a Wallman lattice with trivial kernel. Instead of the submonoid {0}, we 
may factorize out an arbitrary convex submonoid U of A in order to obtain a 
Wallman lattice A/U. 
(3) Let A be any complete lattice with a join-semidistributive compact unit U. Then 
{u} is a reduced distributor (cf. 2.2(2)), and we may regard A as an 95%@~-object. 
Each congruence class -(Ul b has a greatest element, the saturation s(b) of the ele- 
ment b (see 3.4(3)). In fact, it is easy to see that compactness of the unit forces the 
join of -(Ul b to be a member of this congruence class. Clearly, s is a closure 
operator on A, and moreover, the co-restriction 
s:A-+A,=s[A]={bEA: b=s(b)} 
is a lattice homomorphism. Indeed, A, is the Wallman reflection of A, being iso- 
morphic to A/(u) via the join map 
j:A/{u} +A,, c-supt. 
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The unit element of A is not only compact in A, but also compact in A, because 
s is a join-preserving &@a-morphism. For the case of locales these results were ob- 
tained by Banaschewski and Harting [2]. The above generalization is, in the context 
of complete lattices, the best possible: 
A complete lattice A has a compact and join-semidistributive unit if and only if 
there exists a co-dense homomorphism preserving arbitrary joins from A onto a 
(unique) Wallman locale (cf. 3.7). 
(4) If R is an arbitrary (semi-)ring with unit, then R is a compact and join- 
semidistributive unit of the (frequently non-distributive) ideal lattice Id R, and the 
preceding observations show that the ‘saturated’ ideals with respect to the saturation 
operator s form the Wallman reflection of Id R. But the saturation s(Z) of an ideal 
Z is just its Brown-McCoy radical, as explained in [2]. 
(5) Another type of distributor congruences with the property that each con- 
gruence class has a greatest element are the so-called Artinian equivalences. Let 
(A, +, v, 0) be an abelian residuated semilattice monoid; i.e. (A, f, 0) is an abelian 
monoid and (A, V) is a join-semilattice such that for any two elements a, u E A there 
exists a residual u +- a, that is, a greatest element c with a + CI u. It is well known 
that this assumption implies the distributive law a V b + c = (a + c) V (b + c). Hence, 
for any element u E A, the set U= lu = {a E A: al u} obeys the condition 
CD) d+avb+ceU ++ d+a+cEUandd+b+ccEU 
characterizing distributors, and the Artinian equivalence -lU defined by 
a-lUb H VceA(a+cru H b+c<u) H usa=usb 
is in fact a congruence of the algebra (A, +, V, 0); it is easy to see that c,(b) = 
u + (u + 6) is the greatest element of the congruence class -l,, b and that c, : A + A 
is a closure operator (cf. [8, X11.31). But notice that (A, +, V, 0) is a binoid if and 
only if 0 is the greatest(!) element of A. In this case, our general considerations show 
that A/lu = A/-lU is a Wallman binoid, isomorphic to the fixpoint set 
A,=c,[A]={bEA: c,(b)=b}, 
equipped with the operations a+, b=c,(a+ 6) and aV, b=c,(aV b). Hence A, is 
the Wallman reflection of the distributor binoid (A, lu) (but observe that the partial 
order is dualized!). This applies, for example, to the following situations: 
(5a) Let (A, +, V, 0) be the positive cone of an abelian l-group, endowed with the 
dual order; then we have u + a = u - a A u, and we arrive at the situation discussed 
in (1). 
(5b) Let (A, A, V, T) be a Brouwerian lattice with top element T; here u + a is the 
usual relative pseudo-complement (cf. [4, II. 1 l]), and A/lu is the ‘Booleanization’ 
a la Glivenko and Frink (cf. [9] and [7]). 
(5~) Let (A, A, V, T) be a locale with top element T and bottom element 1. 
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Notice that the quotient modulo the congruence 
a-l,b @ VcEA(aAc~u H bACSU) 
is a lower Wallman lattice, by virtue of the exchange of v and A; moreover, it is 
a complete Boolean lattice, by (5b). On the other hand, we know that the principal 
filter Tu = {a EA: a> u} is a distributor of the binoid (A, V, A, I) and that the quo- 
tient modulo the congruence 
a-rub H VceA(avczu e bvcru) 
is an upper Wallman lattice. In general, the lattices A/lu and A/tu are neither iso- 
morphic nor dually isomorphic, even if A is finite and consequently both A/lu and 
A/fu are finite Boolean lattices. In fact, the greater A/lu, the smaller is A/fu. 
If u is a compact element of the locale A, then similar arguments as in (3) show 
that each congruence class -tub has a greatest element s,(b), and that s, is a 
closure operator whose fixpoint set is the Wallman reflection of (A, Tu). 
It is rather evident that the observations in 3.1 l(1) admit a generalization to 
arbitrary dual semilattice-rings (A, +, A, 0). In fact, the following statements on an 
element u EA are easily seen to be equivalent: 
(a) For all a, b<u with a$ b, there exist c,d~u such that u~d+a+c but 
ufd+b+c. 
(b) A, = (iu, sU, A, 0) is a Wallman binoid (with a f, b = (a + b)Au). 
(c) A, is the Wallman reflection of the distributor binoid (A, Tu). 
Each of these conditions is fulfilled whenever A is a Boolean lattice or the positive 
cone of a lattice ordered group. Hence, those dual semilattice-rings in which all 
elements u have the equivalent properties (a)-(c) are one more of the many solutions 
to Birkhoff’s Problem 115: “Develop a common abstraction which includes Boolean 
algebras and Z-groups as special cases” [4, XIII]. 
Applying the preceding remarks to the dual semilattice-rings of the form Id’ R = 
(Id R, a, +, R) (where R is a ring with unit) and observing that 
(cf. 3.11(l)), we finally arrive at the following generalization of 3.4(6): 
For any ideal Z of a ring R with unit, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For all ideals J, K with ZC K, Jg K, there exists c, d E R with dJcG Z and 
dKc c I. 
(b) Id(R/Z) is a Wallman monoid under the usual ideal multiplication. 
(c) Id’ (R/Z) is the Wallman reflection of the distributor binoid (Id’ R,(I]). 
This result is not to be confused with the dual situation of semilattice-rings Id+ R = 
(Id R, +, . , 0); here we know from 2.2(4) that [I) is a distributor of Id+ R iff Z is an 
idempotent ideal, and in this case, the Wallman reflection Id+ R/[Z) is a distribu- 
tive lattice. 
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